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Good growth rates noted in some areas.
Future dominance of SS/LP is likely through
regeneration.
Low public use, access to private house.
Block visible from points in forest on northside
of Lock Tummel.
Good potential for linking riparian areas to wider
forest network.
Un-scheduled archaeological site found in forest.

Riparian zone adjacent to Frenich burn
North western edge effected by servere 
windblow which requires removal.

Access to forest generally good, but transfer point
required for future harvesting operations.

Wayleaves are emphasised by straight edge planting.
Good soils found in the north leading to good potential
for natural regeneration of broadleaves.
Un-scheduled monuments located in the forest and in
some cases shaded by tree cover.

Active Byrites mine.

Scattered groups of natural regen occuring
on enclosed northern section.

Good soils in middle of the hill which makes
establishment of new native woodland possible.

New and existing native woodland
projects on adjacent ground.

Good access onto hill from Frenich
and Drumnakyle.

Domestic grazing and deer stalking lease in effect.
Black Grouse present on hill and surrounding forest blocks.
Pockets of semi-natural woodland found in steep gulleys
and other areas where browsing is not possible.
Areas of valuable open habitat are found in the area, such as
upland fen and blanket bog.

New wayleaves created for Beauly-Denny
powerline.

Slow crop development  due to poor soils.
Poor access for future harvesting.
Resident population of Black Grouse.
Line of wayleaves visible from Schiehallion.
Harsh angular boundaries which are at odds
with the landscape.

Moderate to high levels of public access
to Schiehallion.

Good sitka  growth found in areas where
flushed soils are found.

Populations of water voles found within block.
Area of limstone pavement within block.
Views of Schiehallion encountered at a number 
of positions.
Location of archaeological sites.
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Slow crop development due to poor soils.
Line of wayleaves visable from Schiehallion.
High tree line visable from a number of view points.
Areas of limestone pavement.
Archaeological features.
No PAWS sites.

Hydro scheme -  shared
with neighbour.

Limited space for timber
stacking.

Limited access for 
harvesting.

Limited space for timber
stacking. Road Segments

Foss Boundary
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